Electron microscopic study on aerosol-assisted synthesis of aluminum organophosphonates using flexible colloidal PS-b-PEO templates.
A wide variety of synthetic approaches from homogeneous precursor solutions have so far been developed for precise structural design of materials in multiscale. In organic templating approaches for porous materials design, we have recently developed a new approach to fabricate colloidal polystyrene-block-poly(oxyethylene) (PS-b-PEO) templated large pores that can be controlled in thick films of aluminum organophosphonate (AOP). In this study, we extended this approach using colloidal PS-b-PEO aggregates to aerosol-assisted synthesis for the fabrication of spherical particles. Structural variations (morphology and porous structure) depended on the synthetic conditions, which were mainly investigated by using electron microscopies (SEM and TEM). In addition to the insight on the colloidal PS-b-PEO templating of spherical pores in AOP spheres, it was found that colloidal PS-b-PEO aggregates were flexible for further design of pore shape that was strongly affected by external morphology. In this context, we proposed this method as flexible colloidal PS-b-PEO templating to fabricate unusual macroporous structures during morphological control from precursor solutions containing colloidal PS-b-PEO aggregates. The insights will be promising for precise construction of unique devices using porous materials templated by colloidal organic aggregates. In addition, we found a useful water adsorption-desorption behavior over the macroporous AOP bulky powders when the macropores were connected through large pores, which is also significant for future development of AOP-based porous materials.